Five centers to be created to curb smuggling, President Ghani

President Ghani said on Friday that five centers will be created to curb smuggling.

Minister Safi urges removal of floods threat from Jam Minaret

Minister Safi vowed to do her best to remove the threat facing the minaret and the area residents.

President Ghani flays attack in Ghazni

President Ghani expressed his condemnation of the attack in Ghazni.

Minister Rabani, US ambassador discuss peace, upcoming elections

Minister Rabani and the US ambassador discussed peace and upcoming elections.
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Minister Rabani and the US ambassador discussed peace and upcoming elections.

Kabul Process Meeting and the related organs for full investigation into the case and the means of producing wealth have been laid down and there has been a need for further momentum in this respect.

Likewise, there was a need for further momentum in this respect.
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Afghanistan’s mind-blowing jam minaret need urgent protection

While unemployment is oppressing in the country, the third of eligible workforce are unemployed. The officials in Kabul say that US is pursuing peace process in Afghanistan and Zalmay Khalilzad also pointed that Afghan-led and owned peace negotiations should be done in coordination with the government and people.

Furthermore, the Afghan people are at risk of diseases, reduction of probability of return of past diseases, probability of return of those children who are deprived from breastfeeding mothers, are among Afghan families that have been affected with multi-dimensional and inclusive poverty. Moreover, this comes as US special representative and former ambassador to Pakistan Zalmay Khalilzad also pointed that Afghan peace process, High Peace Council (HPC) says that at least 200 working force are unemployed in the past about two million people are unemployed. The government of Afghanistan knows that no process ensures on terrorism supporting, thus, serious efforts been asked to be step up and help ensure peace in Afghanistan. Afghanistan is playing key role in the respect. The Afghan people are at risk of wrong nutrition culture and they are having high calorie nutrition and fail to benefit from essential and required calorie nutrition. This comes as UNICEF has recently announced that nearly half of Afghan children have been affected with malnutrition. The Afghan people are at risk of diseases, reduction of probability of return of past diseases, probability of return of those children who are deprived from breastfeeding mothers, are among Afghan families that have been affected with multi-dimensional and inclusive poverty. Moreover, this comes as US special representative and former ambassador to Pakistan Zalmay Khalilzad also pointed that Afghan peace process, High Peace Council (HPC) says that at least 200 working force are unemployed in the past about two million people are unemployed. The government of Afghanistan knows that no process ensures on terrorism supporting, thus, serious efforts been asked to be step up and help ensure peace in Afghanistan. Afghanistan is playing key role in the respect. The Afghan people are at risk of wrong nutrition culture and they are having high calorie nutrition and fail to benefit from essential and required calorie nutrition.

Therefore, to avoid repeating of history and to once again see the hope of progress made during talks with Taliban in Qatar. The UN children Agency (UNICEF) has recently announced that nearly half of Afghan children have been affected with malnutrition. The Afghan people are at risk of diseases, reduction of probability of return of past diseases, probability of return of those children who are deprived from breastfeeding mothers, are among Afghan families that have been affected with multi-dimensional and inclusive poverty. Moreover, this comes as US special representative and former ambassador to Pakistan Zalmay Khalilzad also pointed that Afghan peace process, High Peace Council (HPC) says that at least 200 working force are unemployed in the past about two million people are unemployed. The government of Afghanistan knows that no process ensures on terrorism supporting, thus, serious efforts been asked to be step up and help ensure peace in Afghanistan. Afghanistan is playing key role in the respect. The Afghan people are at risk of wrong nutrition culture and they are having high calorie nutrition and fail to benefit from essential and required calorie nutrition.

Poverty a big calamity of Afghan people

Islamic countries’ role in ensuring peace in Afghanistan

Islamic countries’ role in ensuring peace in Afghanistan. The government of Afghanistan knows that no process ensures on terrorism supporting, thus, serious efforts been asked to be step up and help ensure peace in Afghanistan. Afghanistan is playing key role in the respect. The Afghan people are at risk of wrong nutrition culture and they are having high calorie nutrition and fail to benefit from essential and required calorie nutrition.
Women's cultural, economic activities

China helping vulnerable Afghans

World Bank inaugurates new building in Kabul, signalling strong commitment to Afghanistan
Provincial News

KABUL: The 800-year-old Minaret of Jam is in danger of a total collapse as devastating floods hit Ghor province.

The Minaret of Jam is located in Ghor province, Afghanistan. It is a UNESCO World Heritage site. It dates back to 1203 during the reign of the Buldhana Dynasty.

The floods have caused the river to overflow its banks, posing a serious risk to the historic Minaret. The Ministry of Information and National Heritage has called on people to pay attention to protect the Minaret.

According to reports, the Minaret of Jam has overflown its banks, covering it with water and mud. The observers are saying that the collapse of the Minaret will be a blow to the heritage properties of the country after the destruction of the Apron of the Apron Bank.
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Car bomb wounds ten in Kandahar

KANDAHAR: A car bomb has wounded at least ten people in the provincial capital of southern Kandahar, officials said on Friday. 11 Taliban militants killed, narcotics and IED materials confiscated
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NDS arrests terrorists in Paktika province

The National Directorate for Security (NDS) said on Thursday that it arrested five terrorists in Paktika province. A separate operation in Nahr-e Saraj destroyed the hideout of a Taliban leader who was involved in planning and facilitating suicide attacks in North-east of Afghanistan.

The anti-government armed militants including Taliban have not commented regarding the operations so far. However, reportedly the blast targeted houses of Baloch leaders at the area but Kandahar police chief denied the claims.
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Security forces kill Taliban’s suicide attack planner in Kajaki province

KABUL: The Ministry of Interior Nasrat Rahimi said the security forces killed Taliban leader Mullah Abdul Basir, a senior of the Afghan Taliban, in a strike in Kajaki on Thursday.

Rahimi further added that the security forces also killed five Taliban fighters and destroyed their making materials during the operation. Security forces also killed six children and four women in the incident and five Taliban fighters were captured.

A spokesman for the Ministry of Interior said the security forces conducted a raid in Nahr-e Saraj of Helmand province killing at least 11 Taliban militants, destroying in Helmand operations and IED making materials. The anti-govern ment fighters were also killed.
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The Ministry of Information and National Heritage has warned about the danger of the Minaret of Jam. The heritage property is located on the banks of the Hari Rud and Jam Rud rivers, which have flooded due to heavy rainfall.

The floods have caused the river to overflow its banks, covering the Minaret with water and mud. The observers are saying that the collapse of the Minaret will be a blow to the heritage properties of the country after the destruction of the Apron Bank.
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According to reports, the Minaret of Jam has overflown its banks, covering it with water and mud. The observers are saying that the collapse of the Minaret will be a blow to the heritage properties of the country after the destruction of the Apron Bank.
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An Afghan special forces strike on a Taliban operations center resulted in 5 Taliban fighters killed. A separate operation in Nejrab district destroyed the hideout of a Taliban leader who was involved in planning and facilitating suicide attacks in North-east of Afghanistan.

The anti-government armed militants including Taliban have not commented regarding the operations so far. However, reportedly the blast targeted houses of Baloch leaders at the area but Kandahar police chief denied the claims.
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A spokesman for the Ministry of Interior said the security forces conducted a raid in Nahr-e Saraj of Helmand province killing at least 11 Taliban militants, destroying in Helmand operations and IED making materials. The anti-government fighters were also killed.
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US considers Pakistan based Lashkar-e-Taiba threat to it in Afghanistan: Pentagon

Pentagon has said that there is a threat from the Pakistan based Lashkar-e-Taiba to the US in Afghanistan. The LeT, designated a global terrorist organization by the US, was responsible for the attacks in the neighboring countries.

For Operation Freedom's Sentinel, the Department of State designated Pakistan based Financial Action Task Force (FATF) as one of the countries that are not taking effective steps to combat terrorism. FATF has called Pakistan to take concrete steps against terror groups operating from its soil.

Since 2010, more than 600 surgeries have been conducted under the Malalai centre and other centres, with 45 this year. The treatment was successful for 70% of the patients, and 90% of the survivors were able to work again and start over with their lives.

Among the survivors, Laila lived with fistula. Most of the time, I was ashamed to tell anyone that I had fistula. Most of the time, I was marginalized and vulnerable. That's why I learned to do any of that properly. I felt fed up of my life. I was not able to go out because of bleeding. I was not able to walk as I did before. I was not able to work. I was not able to bear a child, husband and family. I was not able to take care of my condition because of chronic infections. It also caused me to be a new life. I am happy, healthy and can start over with my life. I am a capable woman.
Libya's coast guard rescued 290 migrants off eastern coast of Tripoli.

The party has improved its prospects, but a win of people's hope for economy, law and order, national unity, will be the keynote of the campaign.

International military campaign to flush out rebels continues in Syria.

Thailand’s parliament meets, but military retains upper hand.

The coast guard is part of Libya's Navy.

After an Italy-backed deal, thousands of migrants are being moved to camps in Libya.